
MICHELIN® 

Energy guard lite

Because one size 
doesn’t fit all!

Maximize load capacity with an extra lightweight skirt (40 
Lbs.)

Simplify maintenance & stock management: modular   solu-
tion fits both 28’ pup trailers & 53’ long box trailers

an additional 6 inches of ground clearence vs  the energy 
guard full length skirt virually elimanating docking 
issues.  

Improved access to spare tire, brake reservoir and snow 
chains thanks to its streamlined design (size: 10’8’’x27’’)   
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opti-sized Trailer Skirt

opti-sized 
Trailer Skirt

Energy flaps

Energy flaps

Trailer top fairing

Lightweight trailer skirt with an optimized 
size, designed to provide maximum fuel 
efficiency to weight.

Patented individual louvers helps to increase 
safety by dispersing spray downward, away from 
vehicles and out of the drivers side-view, while 
greatly reducing vehicle drag.

Fairing edges attach flush to the trailer, 
maintaining an aerodynamic profile and 
preventing deformation & loose seal at 
docking.

Michelin Energy Guard Lite  53ft long box solution

Fuel Savings

Up To 7.27 gallons per 1,000 miles3 Up To $2,778 per year1,3

Michelin Energy Guard Lite  28ft pup solution

Fuel Savings

11.68 gallons per 1,000 miles4 $4,799 per year2,4

Energy flaps

opti-sized 
Trailer Skirt

Energy flaps

Visit our website to learn more 
business.michelinman.com/energy-guard

Scan to 
learn more

3 Estimated fuel savings based on commissioned third-party Mesilla Valley Transportation Solutions (MVTS) CertifiedTM fuel economy testing 
procedure in Sept 2020 on a modern class-8 truck with a 53’ dry van trailer at 65 mph compared to a truck and trailers with no aerodynamic 
devices. Michelin® Energy Guard Lite Solution includes side skirts, top fairing, and mud flaps.  Actual on-road results may vary. 
4 Estimated fuel savings based on commissioned third-party Mesilla Valley Transportation Solutions (MVTS) CertifiedTM fuel economy testing 
procedure in June 2022 on a modern class-8 truck with two 28’ dry van trailers at 65 mph compared to a truck and trailers with no 
aerodynamic devices. MICHELIN® Energy Guard Lite Pup Solution includes side skirts and mud flaps.  Actual on-road results may vary.
 

1 53’ Estimated fuel cost savings are calculation based on if vehicle travels 125,000 miles per year with 2019 diesel fuel average price of 
$3.056/gal.(www.eia.gov).  Actual on-road results may vary.
2 28’ Estimated fuel cost savings are calculation based on if vehicle travels 125,000 miles per year with 2021 diesel fuel average price of 
$3.287/gal.(www.eia.gov).  Actual on-road results may vary.
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